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DECALS & STRIPING
If your recreational vehicle, Truck, Boat or RV is looking a bit 
tired, let us get it cleaned up and looking brand new again. 
Regardless of if you want the same branded logos as the 
original manufacturer or if you have an idea of your own. 
We can create it and install it for you! Custom stickers, 
decals and striping for any and all vehicles.
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XPEL PAINT PROTECTION
A vehicle is a large investment for individuals or businesses, why not protect it? We offer 
a wide variety of XPEL Paint Protection packages starting from $950 (covering several 
high impact areas like bumpers, hoods, mirrors, etc) or choose your own areas to get 
exactly the protection you need. Individual areas as low as $80 each.

What is Paint Protection Film?
Paint protection films are clear or coloured polyurethane films that are applied to vehicles to protect them from scratches, dents, or swirls 
caused by road debris, rocks, bug droppings, and other environmental elements.

The XPEL Difference?
XPEL’s entire line of films is hand drawn, measured, and tested manually. The ULTIMATE line uses special elastomeric polymer technology 
that allows the film to HEAL ITSELF from scratches or swirl marks in a matter of minutes. With our Design Access Program Software we can 
create customizable and precise coverage pieces for any make and model. This allows us to offer products that fit the needs of our 
customers while eliminating unnecessary waste. All of our workmanship is backed by extensive manufacturer warranties.

Complete selection of glass and wall decals for any business 
requirements (bathroom signs, hours of operation, directional signs, etc.). 
Custom chloroplast signs for events, trade shows or mobile business. Also 
ask about our safety and directional signs for commercial lots, yards or 
warehouses.

EVENTS & PROMOTION & BUSINESS SIGNS

FLEET

  403-782-8708

CONTACT RILEY WALDBAUER - STRIPING@LACOMBEFORD.COM
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